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The syntax of a formal language is effectively given. This is not immediately so 
for the semantics. This paper deals with the simple but sufficiently powerful 
applicative language (k-calculus) and studies effectiveness properties of its 
semantics. In particular it analyses the effectiveness of the interpretation of 2-terms 
as well as different notions of computability over models. © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Following early ideas of Scott (1972, 1976, 1981), a lot of work has been 
done on computability in abstract structures. The aim of this paper is to 
apply some of these results in the study of the semantics of pure 2-calculus. 
In (Visser, 1980),,generalized notions of effectiveness (Ershov's numbered 
sets) are nicely used in applications to theories (or term models) of 2- 
calculus and Peano arithmetic. We use similar notions from a more 
"semantic viewpoint" and for the study of the syntax/semantics relation. 
Section 1 is a short overview of domains (see Scott, 1981) and f-spaces 
(see Ershov, 1972b). Domains are constructed from simpler objects, the so- 
called neighborhood systems. Domains with set inclusion are complete 
partial orders (cpo's);f-spaces are introduced axiomatically. They are partial 
orders with a designated subset satisfying certain properties. The basic idea 
of f-spaces is to generalize the notion of approximation by finite objects. 
Here the designated subset is the set of generalized finite objects. Further we 
introduce certain subcategories: the f0-spaces and complete f- and f0-spaces. 
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Domains are modulo isomorphism precisely the complete f0-spaces. Thus 
domains form a set theoretic representation f completef0-spaces. Often it is 
pleasant o study domains because the properties of set inclusion are well 
known. However not all the spaces we are interested in are complete, like the 
class of r.e. sets, term models, interiors of 2-calculus models, so we will need 
f0-spaces in their full generality. 
Section 2 gives theorems of Rice and Shapiro and Myhill and 
Shepherdson (MS) in the most general setting, necessary for the applications 
we give; MS in particular elates continuity and (effective) morphisms of 
numbered sets. 
Section 3 gives some applications of the previous results to semantic 
notions. As a matter of fact, the map "interpretation" of 2-terms into the P,, 
model turns out to be an (effective) morphism. Using this, for example, given 
a ;t-term M which possesses normal form, one can uniformly effectively 
obtain the characteristic ndex of the recursive set which interprets M in Po~. 
Another consequence of the given generalized version of the MS theorem is a 
simple proof of some results in (Barendregt, 1980). Namely, topological 
properties of application and of terms possessing normal form are proved, as 
well as Barendregt's genericity lemma (see 3.8 below and op. cit.). Moreover, 
the relation of a "canonical" topology on some models (the tree topology of 
op. cit.) to their structure as f0-spaces is studied. 
Can the canonical topology be always turned into an f-space structure? 
Part II of Section 3 answers this question for extensions of the theory B of 
B6hm-tree quality. (i.e., B ~-M = N if and only if BT(M)= BT(N)). Of 
course there are 2 s° extensions of theory B. The interesting ones may be 
obtained looking uniformly at finite or infinite depth of B6hm-trees. Theorem 
3.14 shows that given any k-theory T which just equates all unsolvable 
terms, the (term) model of the "finite depth" extensions 7~ of B, obtained 
from T, has a canonical topology with an f-structure if and only if 7 ~ = B. 
Finally two notions of computability for functions can be considered on 
an effectively given domain, in case it yields a )~-calculus model. That is a 
function is computable when it is so as element of the function space (which 
is again an effectively given domain) or, also, when its image in the domain, 
via the required embeddings, is computable. The equivalence of the two 
notions is proved, for the known cases, in Section 4. 
1. NEIGHBORHOOD SYSTEMS AND)CSPACES 
The notion of approximation is the key idea in the study of computability 
in abstract structures. In (Scott, 1981), this notion is presented by the use of 
neighborhoods. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be a nonempty set. 2;~_P(A) is a neighborhood 
system if 
(1) A e 2;, 
(2) A, B, C E 2; and C _ A ~ B implies A ¢~ B E 27. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 27 be a neighborhood system on a set A. The 
domain over 27([2,]) is the set of filters of 27. That is dE  ]2;I if d_~27 and 
(1) ~Ed, 
(2) ifA, BEdthenA(~BEd,  
(3) i fAEd ,  BE27, andA_cBthenBEd.  
Let 2; be a neighborhood system, then for A E 2~, T A is the principal filter 
generated by A (i.e., ~ A = {B E 27[A _cB}). ([~rl, _c) is an algebraic po, ~ 
whose finite elements are exactly the principal filters. The Scott topology on 
IX] is given by the basis {d] T A cd}  for A E X. (dUe) is the filter 
generated by d, e ~ 1271, if it exists. 
Following (Ershov, 1972a), let us now introduce a large category of 
partially ordered sets. The notion of approximation comes in by suitable 
subsets. Given a poset (X,~) and x, yEX,  write x~y(X)  for: there is a 
z~Xx~z and y ~ z. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let (X, ~<) be a poset and X o c X. Then (X, Xo, ~<) is 
an f-space if 
(1) VxEX3xoEXo,  xo<...x 
(2) VXo,Y o EX o (xo~ yo(X)~ ~z o EXo,z  o= u{xo,Yo} ) 
(3) Vx, yEX (xg~y- -~3xoEXo,xo~xAxo~y ). 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let (X, X0, 4) be an f-space and x E X. Then 
(1) ~={zlzEXAx<.z}, 
(2) :~= {xolxoEXoAxo4X}, 
(3) X 0 is the basic subspaee of X. 
Note that by Definition 1.3(3), for all x E X, x = u,¢. 
LEMMA 1.5. {O}U{Yo[xoEXo} is a basis for a T o topology on 
(X, X o, 4). Moreover for all x, y E X, 
x <~y~ VA _ Xopen (xEA ~ yEA) .  
l An element x of a cpo (complete partial order) (X, ~<) is f in ite if x ~ liD (D a directed 
subset of (X, 4))  implies x ~< d for some d E D. A cpo (X, ~<) is algebraic if for all x C X, 
x = U{zlz <~ x A z is finite}. 
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Proof By definition, l 
In case X has a minimum element hen X is an fo-space. From now on, 
f(fo)-spaces will always be endowed with the topology given in Lemma 1.5. 
Moreover we will be concerned only with fo-spaces, where the least element 
will be denoted by J_. In a poset (X o, ~) an ideal is a directed, downward 
closed subset of X o. In an fo-space (X, X 0, ~<) this notion is dual to that of 
filter, since 
I c _X  o is an ideal iff {YojXo E l}  is a filter on X. (1) 
DEFINITION 1.6. Anfo-space (X,X 0, ~<) is complete if 
(1) any ideal in X o has a leastupper bound, 
(2) for ideals Y, Y' _CXo, uY--  uY' implies Y= Y'. 
By Definitions 1.6 and 1.3(3) any A, directed subset of X, has a least upper 
bound and IIA = Ll{x o E Xo[3X ~ A x o ~ x}. (Note that Definition 1.6(2) is 
needed to prove such a result). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. (1) Let (X,X o, ~<) be a completefo-space, then (X, ~<) 
is a bounded complete 2 algebraic cpo, where the finite elements are precisely 
the elements of X o. 
(2) Let (X, <~) be an algebraic cpo and let X o be the set of finite 
elements of (X, <.). I f  (X, <) is bounded complete, then (X, Xo, <~) is a 
complete fo-space. 
Proof (1) By the remark following Definition 1.6 is easy to derive that 
(X,~) is an algebraic cpo. Assume Y c_X is bounded and let 
Y '=  ('){if iVy ~ Yy '  >/y}. Y' is an ideal in X 0 and by assumption Y' =~O. 
Let b be the least upper bound of Y', we want to show that b= lAY. Let 
y E Y be such that y ~ b. By Definition 1.3(3) there is x o E X o such that 
x o ~ y and x 0 ~ b. However x 0 ~< y E Y implies x 0 E Y'. Then b is an upper 
bound of Y. Let b' be an upper bound of Y, then lA/~' = b' >/IIy' = b. 
(2) Immediate. | 
PROPOSITION 1.8. AnY fo-space X can be isomorphicaIly embedded into a 
domain (with its principal filters as basic subspace). I f  X is complete, then 
the isomorphism is onto. Any domain is a complete fo-space. 
Proof Define Z~P(X)  by Z=I:~olxoEXot.  Then ~_~Z and, by 
Definition 1.3(2), Xo ~)Yo ((27, _))  if and only if Xo f)3Yo = (Xo u Yo) C 27. Let 
Emb:X-~ IzI be Emb(x) = II{T~olxo~<x }. Indeed, Emb(x) = {YolXo E~} 
2 A cpo (X, ~<) is bounded complete if every yc  X bounded (i.e., such that for all y E Y, 
y ~< x for some x E X) has a least upper hound. 
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which is a filter by (1). If X is complete Emb is onto:for dE  [~r], take 
x----II{x0[~oE d} (from (1) and Definition 1.6(1)x is well defined). Then, 
from Definition l.6(2), ~={xo]~0Ed} and by definition of Emb, 
Emb(x) = d. 
Conversely, let 2; be a neighborhood system on a set A. Then (12;I, 
[2;[0,_~) is a complete fo-space, where L = {A} and ]2;[o = {~A[A ~2;}. As 
for Definition 1.3(2), note that 
(Y A) (~ (~B)([Z'[)~ 3d ~ [Z[,A,B E d 
~ANBEd~_Z 
--, (TA) u (TB)-- 1"(,4 riB). II 
Thus starting with an fo-space, one obtains a (generally much richer) 
domain. Conversely, given a domain 12;I if one defines 2; '= {d IdC [2;Io}, 
from the fo-space constructed as above, then 12;I and 12;'l are isomorphic 
domains (cf. 1.10 in Scott, 1981). By (1), domains over f0-spaces are 
isomorphic to their completion by ideals. 
In the sequel we will be mostly working with f0-spaces, since many posets 
we will look at (e.g., interiors of 2-calculus models) are neither complete nor 
do they have other strong properties of domains. Proposition 1.8 always 
garantees the existence and the nice isomorphism properties of the 
completion by ideals. 
Given the fo-spaces (X, X0,~< ) and (Y, Y0,~<), C(X, Y) is the set of 
continuous functions from X into Y. For x 0 E Xo and Y0 E Y0, fx0yo defined 
by 
fxoy0(x) = Yo if x o ~< x, 
= L otherwise, 
is a step function. Write 1) {Xi}i~ 1 for: there is a z E X such that for all i E / ,  
x i <~ z. Then {fxiy~}i~i are compatible step functions if and only if for all 
J~ I ,  Ixj}j~s implies /Yj}j~s. 
(C(X, Y), C(X, Y)o, <.) is an fo-space, where ~< is the pointwise partial 
order and C(X, Y)o is the collection of least upper bounds of finite sets of 
compatible step functions. Indeed the category of f0-spaces and the 
subcategory of domains (with continuous maps as morphisms) are cartesian 
closed. There are more interesting cartesian closed categories. They are 
defined taking fo-spaces with "effective" sets of finite elements. Given a set X 
and a map v from N onto X, the pair (X, v) is a numbered set. 
DEFINITION 1.9. An fo-space (X, Xo,<~) is effective if (Xo,vo) is a 
numbered set such that 
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(1) Vo(n ) <~ Vo(m ) is decidable in n and m, 
(2) Vo(n ) (~ Vo(m)(X ) is decidable in n and m, 
(3) there is a recursive g such that 
Vo(n) ~ Vo(m)(X )-~ Vo(g(n, m)) = U{Vo(n), Vo(m)}. 
The conditions in Definition 1.9 are somewhat redundant, but convenient to 
be checked. Let us minimize them by translating these notions in terms of 
domains (see Scott, 1981). 
DEFINITION 1.10. A countable neighborhood system 22 has a computable 
presentation if, for S= {A,]n C N} one has 
(1) 3kEN,  Ak~_A~A m is decidable in n and m, 
(2) A,~Am=A k is decidable in n, m, and k. 
THEOREM 1.1 1. I f  22 has a computable presentation, say S, = tAn In C N}, 
then (IXl, 1221o,Vo,~<) is an effective A -space ,  where Vo(n)=T A.. 
Conversely, if (X, Xo, %, ~<) is an effective f o-space, then 22= {2olX0 ~Xo} 
has a computable presentation. 
Proof Easy. II 
It can be easily seen that the category of effective fo-spaces (with 
continuous maps as morphisms) is cartesian closed. As for the function 
space closure, given the effective fo-spaces (X, X o, v 0, ~<) and (X', X~, v~, ~<') 
define la o : N ~ C(X, X')o by/~o(n) = tl {f~o~i), bo)] (i,j) E E,  }, where {En }, EN is 
an effective enumeration of the finite subsets of N (we may set/ao(n ) = 2 
when the step functions are not compatible; notice that this is decidable). 
From the properties of Vo and v~ we can easily derive that 
(C(X,X'), C(X,Y')o,Sto,~ ) is an effective fo-space. Let (Xo, vo) be a 
numbered set. For A ~Xo,~ A = {nlvo(n) CA }. 
DEFINITION 1.12. Let (X, Xo, vo,<. ) be an effective fo-space. Define 
X k = {x/.Q ~ is r.e.}. (The elements of X k are the computable objects of X.) 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Let X and Y be effective fo-spaces, x EX  k, and 
f C C(X, Y)k" Then f (x)  E Y~. 
Proof Easy. II 
DEFINITION 1.14. An effective fo-space (X ,X o, v o, <,) is constructive 
(notation: (X, v, X 0, v o, ~<)) if (X, v) is a numbered set such that 
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(1) Vo(n) <~ v(m) is r.e. in n and m, 
(2) there is a recursive g such that for all n E N, v(g(n)) = vo(n ). 
Of course when X is constructive, X = X k. 
Some f0-spaces contain interesting constructive subspaces. 
DEFINITION 1.15. Let (X, Xo, Vo, ~<) be an effective fo-space. Then X is 
complete over r.e. ideals if any ideal .4 in Xo, such that 12 A is r.e. has a least 
upper bound. (Thus X contains all limits of r.e. chains.) 
Note that if (X, Xo, ~) and (X', X~, ~<) are isomorphicfo-spaces, such that 
for some v o and v~, (X, %) and (X', v~) are isomorphic as numbered sets, 
then X is effective (and complete over r.e. ideals) if and only if Y is so. 
LEMMA 1.16. Let (X, Xo, v o, <~) be an effective fo-space. Let 
{Wi}i~N~_P~, be a goedel-numbering of the r.e. subsets of N. Then there 
exists a recursive function fx such that for all i C N, 
(1) Vo(Wzxti)) is an ideal, 
(2) if there is an ideal I in X o such that vo(Wi) ~_ I then 
vo(Wfxti)) = N{I[I  is an ideal in X o A 1;O(Wi) C t t} 
(i.e., Wzx,) is a minimal of such ideals). 
Proof. Immediate. 1 
Assume that (X,X 0,v0,~<) is complete over r.e. ideals. Then 
Vp(i) = I I{vo(n)[n ~ Wy~i)} is the principal computable numbering of X k. The 
main application of Ershov's theory of f0-spaces is a characterization f
(partial) continuous and computable functionals in any finite type (see 
Ershov, 1972a, 1977), in particular, of the Kleene-Kreisel countable 
functionals which are total maps. Briefly: this is due to the cartesian closure 
of the category of effective f0-spaces: given an effective f0-space X (the 
constructive parts of) C(X, X), C(C(X, X), C(X, X)),..., provide the partial 
continuous (and computable) functionals on X. Modulo some equivalence 
relations one gets the Kleene-Kreisel functionals in any finite type as well as 
the hereditarily effective operations (HEO) (see Ershov, 1977). 
Going back to Scott's original motivation these categories of spaces, used 
for higher type functionals, will be applied here in giving some insight into 
the structure of the models of type-free theories such as 2-calculus and 
combinatory logic. 
EXAMPLES. The following fo-spaces will be more closely studied in 
Section 3. E.3 and E.4 may be skipped at first reading. 
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E.I. Poo= {A/A ~ N} and Too= {(A,B)/A,Bc_POO anda (3B=O} 
are effective and complete f0-spaces (w.r. to set (pair of set) inclusion). Just 
take Pc) o = {A/A E Pc) and A is finite} and Too 0 = {(A, B)] (.4, B) C To) and 
A UB is finite}; ±po=O and l r  = (O,O). Of course Pook= Re (r.e. sets) 
and T~,k={(A,B)/A,BCRE and ANB=O}.  Pook and Too k are 
constructive and complete over r.e. ideals. 
E.2. For every n E N, Peo n has the same properties as Poo. 
Moreover, for n >t I, Peo n and Too provide models for the type free ~,-calculus 
(see Scott, 1972 (the construction can be generalized to pooh) and, for 
Plotkin's Too model, Barendregt and Longo, 1980; Plotkin, 1977). They are 
also sensible models (namely, M is an unsolvable )~-term iff M is interpreted 
by ±). As for To), we only recall the definition of Graph: C(Too, Too)~ Too 
(see (Barendregt and Longo, 1980, 1.3]), which provides the interpretation f
)C-abstraction. Set b n = vo(n ), for v 0 : N --, Too0, 
( -n;  m) = (n, 2m) and (+n; m) = (n, 2m + 1). 
Then define, for A = (A _, A +), 
Graph(f)  = ({(+n; m)/m ef (b , )± }, {(+n; m)/3b,, @ b,, m Ef(b,,)~}). 
E.3. Let A0 be the set of (closed) 2-terms and 
~o = {BT(M)/M E A ° } be the set of B6hm-trees of (closed)),-terms (Baren- 
dregt, 1977, 1980) 3. Let FI: A0~ ~q be a one--one effective numbering of 
(closed) 2-terms; then define v B : N ~ ,,~0 by vB(n) = BT(N) if n = IN1. Let 
3°={BT(M) /M~A ° and M has a finite B6hm-tree}. Then define 
~:  N ~,0  by some one-one numbering of finite trees (without free 
variables) labelled with 2-terms, according to the definition of B6hm-tree. Let 
___ be B6hm-tree inclusion (i.e., BT(M)c_BT(N) if BT(M) is obtained by 
replacing some subtree of BT(N) by ,Q). 
LEMMA. ( ,~0 v B, ~00, v0B, ___) is a constructivefo-space, which is complete 
over r.e. ideals. 
Proof As for Definition 1.3 just take k = X?; the other properties are 
easily satisfied. As an exercise we check completeness over r.e. ideals using 
notation and results from (Barendregt, 1980, Chap. 10). Given an r.e. ideal 
(chain) in ~o,  say Aoc_A 1 c_ ..., define the partial recursive function A 
3 I.e., i fM  is unsolvable, then BT(M) = iS; if;~fl ~- M= ;~x I ... x m • x iM 1 " ' "  M, ,  then infor- 
mally, BT(M) = 2x I . . . x ~  
/1 \  ~ ,  
BT(M,)  ... BT(Mp) 
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from sequence numbers into labels for BT's (for partially Sl-labelled trees 
see Definitions 10.1.1-12 in Barendregt, 1980) by 
A(a) = (a, n) 
A(a)= T 
if Am(a ) = (a, n) for some n, 
otherwise. 
Then apply the theorem from Barendregt (1980, 10.1.23) which proves that 
A is (defines) the BT of a ,t-term if and only if A is partial recursive and 
contains (gives) finitely many variables. (Of course in our case there is no 
problem with flee variables: variables "pushed in to infinity" may be 
substituted by closed term). II 
(Warning. The set ~ in (Barendregt, 1980, Chap. i0) is the completion 
(over any ideal) of the basic set ~ just defined). 
E.4. We first recall some known "local" properties of Too and Pco. 
Fact. Let M, N C A. Then 
(i) Too ~ M c N ~ BT(M) c BY(N) 
(ii) Po9 ~ M ~ N +-+ BT(M) nc BT(N) 
(iii) Poo(or TaO~M=N+-+BT(M)=BT(N) .  
Proof. (i) See (Barendregt and Longo, 1980). (ii) See (Barendregt, 1980) 
(BT(M)" <_ BT(N) iff 3P ~ A, BT(P) c BT(N) and BT(M) <~,BT(P) (i.e., 
M"goes to" P by, possibly infinite, q-expansions) see (Barendregt, 1980, 
Chap. 10]). (iii) By (i) and (ii). II 
Let D be a )~-algebra and [ ]D : A ~ D the interpretation map (we omit the 
subscript D if there is no ambiguity). Write D o for its interior (i.e., 
D O = { [M]/M C A o }). Let f l: A 0 ~ FN be as above, define a numbering (say, 
v °) ofO ° by v°(n)= IN] if n= FN1, fo rNEA °. 
E.4.1. Define TeO°o={[M]/MEA ° and BT(M) is finite} and 
T B 0 vo:N ~ Too0 ° by v~(n)= [M] if v~(n)=BT(M), where vo:[N--+~ o is as in 
E.3. Then by (i) of the above fact (To °, v r, Tcoo °, v0 r, c), with v r = v r~', is a 
constructive fo-space, which is complete over r.e. ideals. In fact Tw o and 9 ° 
are trivially isomorphic, both as f0-space and as numbered sets. 
E.4.2. It is not difficult to check that also Po9 ° can be turned into 
an effectivefo-space by the same numbering of the basis Pco ° = {[M]/BT(M) 
is finite and M~A °} used for To °. Call it (Pm°,Pog°,v~,c). (As for 
Definition 1.3 (3), let [N] ~: [M]. Since Peo ~[N] = Ok[Nk], for some k one 
has [N k] 92 M (where N k is the term obtained from BT(N) by truncating the 
tree at depth k).) Moreover the decidability and semidecidability properties 
needed are still satisfied also performing q-expansions: in case of finite BT's 
they are at most finitely many. 
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Although a natural v e : N ~ Pco ° (onto) can be given (take v v = v~°'°), P~o ° 
is not constructive. In fact, let B be the infinite tree 
~XlX2"X  1 
I 
~x 3 • x 2 
£Xa.X3 
I 
For some (well-known) ).-term J (see also later) B=BT( J )  and 
Pco °~2x.x_C J .  Given p~N define Bp from B by substituting 
2zxn+2 • Xn+l instead of 2x,+ 2 • x,+~ at depth n, just in case ~p(p) ~ in n 
steps. By Theorem 10.1.23 in (Barendregt, 1980), for some effectively 
constructed 2-term Jp one has Bp=BT( Jp ) .  Then Op(p)~ if and only if 
Pog°~- ~x • x~J .  
On the other hand it is easy to give 2-terms, with infinite BT's ,  yielding 
r.e. ideals. Thus P~o ° ~ (P°)k ~ P~o °. Also Po9 ° and ~o are isomorphic as 
numbered sets (as well as P~o ° and 3~,  of course) via f :  3 ° ~ Pco ° such 
that f (BT(M) )  = [M]. But f does not provide an isomorphism of 3 ° with 
Pco ° as fo-space. 
PROPOSITION. (p~oO, pcoo,vo,O P ~_) is not complete over r.e. ideals. 
P roo f  Define W i = {n/~m >~ 1, v~(n) = [2xl ... Xm " xl "'" Xm]e~}" Let 
f°,o be as in Lemma 1.16. We show that C = vo(WIeo, o(i) ) is not principal. 
Assume that for some M E A ° one has [M] = tiC. Then M is solvable: let, 
say M = 2x I . . .  JCm " x iN1  "'" Nn .  If  i 4: 1, then for no p >/1 Pco ~ 2x I ... 
Xp • x I ... Xp ~ M,  by the fact in E.4(ii). 
If i=  1, then, by E.4(iii) and the assumption Pog~2x I . . .Xm+ 1 .x  1 ... 
Xm+ 1 ~ 2X1 "'" X m • X lN  1 "'" N,,, which contradicts E.4(ii). II 
2. THE GENERALIZED RIcE--SHAPIRO THEOREM AND 
ITS CONSEQUENCES 
The notion of computability in effective fo-spaces can be introduced in a 
natural way using the idea of approximation. By the cartesian closure of 
their category, this can be extended to functions in any finite higher type. 
Over countable sets, there is another notion of "effective function." 
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DEFINITION 2.1. (1) Given a numbered set (X, v), the Ershov topology 
on X is the topology with basis {A I A ~_ X A v-l(A) is r.e. }. 
(2) A map between umbered sets (X, v) and (X', v') is a morphism 
(of numbered sets) if for some recursive function f '  for all n E N, 
f(v(n)) = v'(f'(n)). 
(Convention. Given two numbered sets (X,v) and (X',v') by a 
morphismf from (X, v) to (X', v') we mean, if there is no ambiguity, thatf is  
a morphism in the sense of Definition 2.1. We also say that f '  represents fl) 
Of course morphisms of numbered sets are continuous w.r.t, the Ershov 
topology. From now on, by saying that X is effective we mean that 
(X, X0, v0, ~< ) is an effective f0-space. If X is complete over r.e. ideals, we 
assume that v; is the principal computable numbering of X k (see discussion 
following Lemma 1.16). 
By standard technique in classical recursion theory one can easily prove 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be complete over r.e. ideals and A ~ X k. Assume that 
12 A = {nlvv(n)EA } is r.e. Then 
(1) Vx, y~X k (x~A Ax<~y~yEA) ,  
(2) there is a recursive f such that for all n ~ N, 
n E f2 A ~ (ve(f(n)) C A (-1Xo A v~(f(n)) <~ vp(n)). 
THEOREM 2.3 (Generalized Rice-Shapiro). Let X be complete over r.e. 
ideals. Then the induced topology on X k coincides with the Ershov topology 
on (X k, vp) as numbered set. 
Proof Routine, from Lemma 2.2. I 
Notation. Let X and X' be countably based f0-spaces and 
Xo~---{Xi}iEN,X~: {X[}ia N. Set gn=LJ{fxixjl(i,j) EEn} when the step 
functions in {fx ~ I( i , j)~ E,} are compatible and g , - -L ,  otherwise. Thus 
i ) 
C(X,X')o={g,},E N. In case X and X' are effective f0-spaces this 
corresponds to the numbering P0 given after Theorem 1.11. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X and X'  be effective fo-spaces: 
(1) Let gn~ C(X,X')  o. Then gn is a morphism from (X o, Vo) into 
(Xr, vr). In addition, from the index n one can find uniformly effectively an 
index for the recursive function representing the morphism gn C C(X, X')o. 
(2) Let fE  C(X,X')  be an extension of a morphism f from (X o, %) 
into (Xr,v~). ThenfE  C(X,X')k. 
(3) Assume that X and X'  are also complete over r.e. ideals. Let 
fE  C(X,X')  be an extension of a morphism f from (Xo, vo) into (X~,v~). 
Then f is a morphism from (X k, vv) into (X;,, v'p). 
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Proof (1) Easy, use Definition 1.9 (in particular, 1.9(3)). 
(2) Let fE  C(X,X')  and let f be a morphism from (X0, v0) into 
(X~, v~) such thatf~ X0 =f  Then from 1, for all n E N, 
g, ~f~ V (i,j) E E, ,  g,(vo(i)) <~f(vo(i)), 
V(i,j) @ E n, v;( g'n( i) ) <~ v~ ( f  ' (i) ), 
where g" and f '  are the recursive functions representing g, and f, respec- 
tively. Hence {nlg . <~f} is recursive. 
(3) Let fandfbe  as above. Then for all i EN ,  
f (v~(i) = I I {v~(m) l v6(m ) <~f (vp(i)  } 
= II{v~(m)13n Vo(n) ~ vp(i) A %(m) <~f(vo(n))l asf(x) 
= U{f(Xo)lXo <~ x}. 
Let h be the recursive function such that 
Wh~) = {mien vo(n ) ~ vp(i) A v~(m) <~ v~(f'(n))}, 
where f '  represents f Take also fx, as in Lemma 1.16. Then, by the facts 
above, 
f(vp(i)) = I I{v~(m)lm E Wfz,(h(i))} 
= v'p(h(i)) by definition of v~. 
Hence h representsf l
From Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 it is easy to derive a generalized 
version of the Myhill-Shepherdson theorem (Rogers, 1967, p. 196) for f0- 
spaces that are complete over r.e. ideals. Note first that if (X, X0,~< ) is 
effective so is (Xk,X o, <~); hence for X and X' effective, C(Xk,X'k) k is 
defined. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X and X'  be complete over r.e. ideals. Then any 
morphism from (Xk, Vp) into (X~, v~) is in C(Xk,X~) k. Conversely, any 
function in C(X,X')k is (induces) a morphism from (Xk, Vp) into (X~, v~). 4
Proof By Theorem 2.3 any morphism f :Xk -~X'  k is in C(Xk,X'k). 
4 This result is also stated in (Ershov, 1972c). A similar fact is proved in (Sciore and Tang, 
in press), were an essential use of classical Myhill-Shepherdson theorem is made. 
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Moreover, i f f '  reprents f (i.e., for all rn C N,f(vp(m)) = v'p(f'(m))) and g is 
defined by Wg(i)= {nlvo(n)<~ Vo(i)}, then for all n E N, 
g, ~f~ V(i,j) E E, ,  gn(Vo(i)) <~f(vo(i)) = f(vp(g(i))),  
g(i,j) E E, ,  v£(g'(i)) <~ v£(f'(g(i))) by Proposition 2.4. 
Hence f E C(X k, X~) k . 
In order to prove the converse, note first that i f f~  C(X,X')k, then by 
X0 --- X~ and X~ c X;,, one has fE  C(X k, X'k)k. By assumption Wj. s= 
{nlg,<~f} is r.e. Then for all i EN ,  
f(vp(i)) = I I{ g~(vp(i))ln E Wj:} 
= II {v~(p) 13n E Wj:, v~(p) <~ g.(vp(i))}, 
= II{v~(p)13n E Wj:, v~(p) <~ v~(g'(i))} 
= II{v~(p)l~n E Wjs, p ~ Wt(g,(m} 
= U{v'o(P)lp E Wnuf,~} 
= U{v~(p)lp E Wfx,~huf, i)) } 
= v ; (h ( j  s, i)). 
Hence )ci. h(jy, i) represents f I 
by Proposition 2.4(1) 
and (3) 
for some recursive l,
for some recursive h, 
wherefx, is as in 
Lemma 1.16, 
3. AN INSIGHT INTO ~-CALCULUS MODELS 
Part I of this section deals exclusively with the models of ;t-calculus ()~- 
models) Pco, Too, and ~.~, given in Section 1. Most of the results can be 
actually generalized to larger categories off0-spaces which yield ,Lmodels. 
One could, for example, consider the Plotkin-Scott models in any cardinal 
a, as defined in (Longo, 1983 Sect.'4) and study, say, the definable (or a-r.e. 
or ct-recursive...) parts of these f0-spaces. Or also, one could steal what is 
essential in the numbering techniques below and work with effective but still 
quite general f0-spaces. The notation would only become much heavier. 
We carry on the analysis of recursiveness (and partial orders) at the 
concrete level of ordinary recursion theory, namely for r.e. sets (and disjoint 
r.e. sets) in the models Pco (and To)). For the purposes of computer science, 
Pro has a major r61e in the basic studies in denotational semantics (cf. Scott, 
1976; Smyth, 1977). 
The models ~ and To) are also studied. The first is syntactic in nature 
and naturally defines a partial order on terms (by which one has a 
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"canonical" topology on (interiors of) models). The second is a completef0- 
space, which is not a lattice and its partial order matches perfectly well the 
partial order on ~ (cf. Plotkin, 1977; Barendregt and Longo, 1980). 
Part II deals with the following question. Can we always turn a ;t-model 
with the canonical topology into an f0-space? The answer (Theorem 3.14) is 
that this is possible if and only if the theory of the model is exactly the 
theory of ~ (or Po~ or Te~). 
Part I. 
Let D be a countable ;t-algebra nd v: N-~ D (onto). Given M E A and 
[M] s G D; without loss of generality one can always assume that the 
valuation s is a morphism from (Var, v') (for some numbering v' of the set of 
variables) into (D, v), since the set of free variables in M is finite (i.e., 
D ~ M = N iff [M] s = [N] s for all morphisms : Var -~ D). Moreover any 
morphism s: Var -~ D can be trivially extended to a morphism §: A ~ D, such 
that ~ r Var = s. If M is a closed term, write [M] for [M]s, for all valuations 
or environments s. 
As it is well known, the class of r.e. sets, Pw k, is closed under "."  as 
defined in (Plotkin, 1978; Scott, 1976). Now, the interpretations of the 
combinators K and S are in POdk:  just note that [K] = {(n, m,p) /p  C En} 
and [S] = {(n, re, p, q)/q C EnEp(EmEp) }, for a numbering {En },~ N--~ PoJ of 
finite sets. 
Thus the interior of Po~, P~o ° (cf. Barendregt, 1980), is a subset of Pco k 
(closed terms are just strings of S and K's). P~o k is actually a ;t-model (see 
Scott, 1976). The same argument applies to ToJ, and Ttn k is also a ,Lmodel. 





3.1. Let D=P~o or D= ToJ: 
Vs (morphism) [ ] s: A ~ D k is a morphism (of numbered sets) 
[ Is : A° ~ Dk is a morphism 
f :  ~o  ~ D~, defined by f (BT(M) )= [m], is a morphism. 
Proof (i) (By induction on the structure of M). If M-=x,  by 
assumption, using g. If M=; tx .P ,  recall that (for D=P~)  
[;tx. P] s = {(n, m)/m E [P] s~ E")} and observe that if [ ]s is a morphism, so 
is []s~ .). 
If M -= PQ, just recall that .... 2 • Po)  k ~ Pw k is a morphism. Hence, given M 
and s, we can effectively give an r.e. index of [M] s ~ Po~ k. (Similarly for 
D = Tto. ) 
(ii) Use (i) for the typical case, i.e., for M --- ;tx • N. 
(iii) By definition of v B (see E.3 in §.1). | 
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Remark 3.2. Let f l: A ~ N be a one-one effective numbering of )~-terms 
(cf. E.3). Then for D = Po) (or D = To)), the lemma implies that there exists 
a recursive function h such that, for MEA °, [M] is the r.e. set (or the 
disjoint pair of r.e. sets) of index h([M1). 
Can we say something more about the morphism "interpretation" from 2- 
terms into Pc% (Took)? Take 2x • x. Note that [2x • x] = 
{(n, m)/m E E,  I ~Pco is recursive and a characteristic ndex can be given 
for it (for Tco, one has [2x. x]+ = {(+ n; m)/m q~ b,+}, hence [2x. x] is a 
pair of disjoint recursive sets). Theorem 3.4(il) shows that any term 
possessing normal form is interpreted by a recursive set. Moreover its 
characteristic index can be obtained uniformly effectively (by a partial map). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let MEA °, M solvable and without normal form. Let 
vn : ~ ~ ~o be as in Section 1 (Example E.3). Then 
0 0 
a , ,  = In/v'(n) = BT(M)} U 
1 1 
Proof By assumption, BT(M) is not finite or BT(M) contains O as 
subtree. Hence by Lemma 1.5 {BT(N)/BT(N)4=BT(M)} and {BT(M)} are 
not open. Therefore, by Theorem 2.30~t and ~M are not in ~o.  II 
THEOREM 3.4. (i) Let {Ri}i~ A,A ~_ ~, be the class of recursive sets with 
their characteristic indices. Then one has: 
(1) There exists a partial recursive function g, such that 
{ IM 1/M ~ A o A M has a normal form} ~ dom (g), range(g)% A
and, if  M E A o has a normal form, then [M] = R g t rM1)" 
(2) There exists M E A 0, solvable, s.t. [M] is r.e. not recursive. 
(3) Let M E A ° be a solvable term s.t. [M] is recursive. Then for no 
recursive function h does one have Yn(vB(n)= BT(M)~> [M] = 
Rh(n)). 
(ii) An analog of (2) above also holds for disjoint pairs of r.e. sets 
(i.e., for the To3 model). 
Proof. (il) We first define a (total) recursive function f such that for any 
M in normal form [M] = Ri(fM1). (By induction on the depth of BT(M)). 
Depth 1. M = 2xl ... xp • x i. Define f(FM1) as the characteristic index of 
[M] = {(n 1 ..... hi,... , n;, m)/m C E,i }. 
Depth n + 1. M = 2x I ... xp • x tM 1 ... Mq, where Mj is in normal form 
for 1 ~<j ~< q. We first need 
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Claim. Let A1, . . . ,A  q be recursive sets with given characteristic ndices. 
Then, for any n E N, one can effectively compute a canonical index for the 
finite set E,A 1 ... Aq. 
q = 1. Then E,A~ = {m/3r ((m,r) EE, /kEr~A1)},  where the quan- 
tifier is effectively bounded by n. 
q > 1. Then E,A 1 ... A o = {m/3r((m, r) E (EnA 1 ""  Aq_a)/k E r __Aq)} 
and apply the induction hypothesis. This proves the claim. 
By the induction hypothesis on the depth of BT(M), a characteristic index 
for the set D,x. Mj], 1 ~j~p,  can be effectively obtained from an index of 
Mj (hence from an index of MEA°) .  Then, by definition of [)~x. Mj], the 
En characteristic index of A j=  [Mj] s X depends uniformly effectively on n 
(indeed [;tx • M~] = {(n, m)/m C A j}). Now just remember that 
[M] = {(hi,..., n;, m)/m E E, iA1... Aq } 
and apply the claim. Finally define g on rpl by computing first the normal 
form of P, if it exists, then applying f. The result follows by E.4 (iii) (Fact). 
(i2) Let {¢,}~o be a numbering of the partial recursive functions and 
X2 an unsolvable term. Define then Q, = if¢,(n) ~ then x else ~. 
Consider now the infinite tree B given by 
,~,X • X / \  
x Q1 / \  
x Q2 
.." 
X / \  
x Q, 
This is actually a B6hm-tree: by Theorem 10.1.23 is (Barendregt, 1980), 
there exists a 2-term M s.t. BT(M) = B. M is clearly solvable and [M] is an 
r.e. nonempty set. Assume now that for the given numbering of finite sets 
one has, say, E 0 = ¢ and set Epk = {k} for k ~ co. 
Note that the "structure" of M is displayed by B as 2x • x(x(x __) Q2) Q1. 
Define then E,1 = {(0, (1, 1)), 0}, 
Enk=E,,_,[,.){(p k, (O,k)}, (0, (nk_x,k)} . 
It is easy to check that (n k, k)E  [M] if and only if Ck(k)~, for [K2] = ~. 
(i3) Assume that such an h exists. Let vB(m)= BT(M). 
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Case 1. M has no normal form. Then one has: OM= {n/vB(n)= 
BT(M)}={n/Rhtn)=Rhtm) } by E.4 (Fact) and the assumption. Hence 
I2 M ~ iF[ ° against Lemma 3.3. 
Case2. M has normal form. Then, since in this case one has 
2f l~-M=N iff BT(M)=BT(N) ,  ~2MEY~x~_, °, and ~t={n/Rh~n)= 
Rhtm)} ~ ]-[o, impossible. 
(ii) Similar to (i.2) II 
So far we have been looking at Po9 ° and Tw O as f0-spaces equipped with 
the "natural" partial order "_c" (set (pair of sets) inclusion). Once given to 
and f-space structure, as in E.3 (Examples), one can also view Pco ° and 
Tw o in another way, following (Barendregt, 1980, Sect. 19). 
DEFINmON 3.5. (i) The canonical topology on A is the least such that 
the map BT:A ~ ~ is continuous (see in Barendregt, 1980, the tree top.). 
(ii) Let D be a hard-k-algebra or a term model of some )~-theory. Then 
the canonical topology rc on D is the quotient opology of the map [ ]: A ~ D 
(i.e., A _D is open iff [ ]- I(A)_cA is open). 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let X be a topological space with a T O topology. 
Define, for x, y E X, x ~<c Y iff for all open A c_c_ X(x E A ~ y C A). (<~c is 
indeed a partial order, the canonical one.) 
By E.4 (Fact), it is easy to see that rc on Pco ° and Ta~ ° is a T O topology. 
Hence ~c is well defined on them. Indeed, for D =P¢o ° or D = Too °, one 
has: 
[M]o <~c [NIp iff BT(M)c_BT(N). Thus, by E.4 (Fact), (Poo °, PCOo °, ~<c) and 
(To) °, Tcoo °, ~c) (which is isomorphic to (Too °, Ta~ °, _c), by E.4(i) (Fact)) are f0- 
o o c spaces and they are isomorphic to (.~ , ~o , - ) ,  both as numbered sets and asf0- 
spaces. (2) 
A few facts in (Barendregt, 1980, Sect. 19) can now be immediately 
proved in our approach (of. also (Longo, 1983), for an application of 
Proposition 3,7(iv)). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let D = ~o or D = Po9 ° or D = Too °. Consider, on D, 
r c and <~. Then 
(i) Application ".":  D z ~ D is continuous. 
(ii) Any definable f :  D ~ D (i.e., any f such that f([N]) = [M] [N] = 
[MN], for some [M] E D) is continuous. 
(iii) [M] is maximal if and only if O is not a subtree of BT(M) (i.e., 
BT(M) is "t2free"). 
(iv) [M] is isolated if and only if M has a normal form. 
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Proof. (i) By definition, it is obvious that "." is a morphism of numbered 
sets. Moreover (D, Do, ~<~) is complete over r.e. ideals. Hence by Theorem 
2.3, "." is continuous. 
(ii) By (i). 
(iii) By (2) above. 
(iv) By definition of D as f0-space and (iii). 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let D be as in Proposition 3.7. Let [M] E D be such 
that for some unsolvable N and some P, with BT(P) S2-free, one has 
[MN] = [P]. Then for all [Q] ~ D, [MQ] = [P]. 
Proof Continuous functions on D are monotone. Then apply [N] = L iff 
N is unsolvable and Proposition 3.7 (ii), (iii). I 
By the above results it seems natural to view also Po, ° equipped with r~ 
and ~<~, more than with the topology given by c_ (see E.4.2, Examples) or 
the induced topology as a subset of Pco. Call now r 0 the topology defined in 
E.4.2 and r the topology induced by Pw (r 0 has as basic open sets 
{A EPoo°/[M] c_A for MEA° ,M n.f.}; M k is defined as in E.4.2). 
LEMMA 3.9. Consider Po~ °. Then 
(i) VM~A°Vn(E ,c_  [M]=~3kE, c_ [M~]). 
(ii) For some M,N ~A °, with BT(N) finite, and [N] ~_ [M], one has 
Vn (E n ~ [M] ~ 3P E A °, E n C_ [P] A [N]~[P]).  
Proof (i) For all MCA °, [M] = Uk[M k] = Uk(U[)14k]), where ^  is 
defined over (Po~,P~Oo,C_), by Definition 1.4. Hence VnE, c [M]~-~k3p 
E. ~ Ep c_ [m k]. 
(ii) Take m=-2xy .xy  and N-2x .x .  Then [N]~[M].  Let 
En _____ [M], E, = {ql ..... qm}" Recall that (u, v, r) = (u, (v, r)) and note that for 
any q, t E ~ q= (Pl ..... Pr, 0 ..... 0),pr 4:0 for some r depending on q. Take 
l 
s=max{r  1 .... rm}, where r i is defined as above from q iEE , .  Let 
p=__ j ,x  I . . .  Xs+ 2 • x I . . .  Xs+lL 
Claim. E ,% [P]. By E.4(ii) (Fact), E , _  [~.x~... xs+ 2 • x 1 ... Xs+2]. 
Hence, if q; E E,  and qi = (pt ,... P~r~, 0,..., 0), one has 0 ~ Ep]... Ep, E o ... E o 
~2 ~1 
by the fact that [2x. Q] = {(n, m)/m ~ [Q]~,} in Pw. Thus 
0 E Epi . . .  Epir~ E o .." [I], 
since E 0 = O, qi ~ [P], and "." is continuous. This proves E , _  [P]. The 
result follows, by E.4(ii) (Fact) and by BT(N) '~ ~ BT(P). 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.10. (i) P¢o ° is not dense in Pro. 
(ii) One has, on Pw°: (1)r c is not comparable with %; (2)% and r 0 
are both strictly finer than r. 
Proof (i) We show that for no M E A °, 0 E [M]. If M is unsolvable, 
then [M] = ~ and 0 ~ [M]. Otherwise M-  2x I ... Xp • x iM 1 ... Mq, and 
[M] = {(n 1 ..... np, m)/m E EniA 1 ... Aq} for some A i ~ Po~. Then (0 ..... 0) = 
p+l  
0 C [M] implies 0 E E o • A t ... Aq, which is a contradiction as E o = O and 
E 0 "A l " "Aq=O.  Hence {0}~Pw° =O,  where is as in Definition 1.4 
w.r. t, ~ .  
(ii.1) By Proposition 3.7 (iv), {[;:x. x]} is open in z~, but, by E.4(ii) 
(Fact), it is not open in %. Conversely, A = {[N]/[J.x. x] c_ [N]} is open in 
r o ; assume that A is also open in r e. Let Y be the fixed point combinator and 
J=Y(2xyz .y (xz ) )  (see Barendregt, 1977, 6.7). BT(J) is infinite and 
[2x. x] _~ [J]. Since A is open in r c, for some P E A o with BT(P) finite, one 
has: J ~ [P ]c  A, where is as in Definition 1.4 w.r. to r~ (and ~<~). Since 
BT(J) is infinite, for some k E IN, BT(P)cBT( Jk ) ,  i.e., [P] ~< c[Jk]. But 
[2x- x] ~ [ark], i.e., [J~] ~ A. 
(ii.2) Take A to be a basic open set in r, i.e., A = E ,  ~ Pco ° for some 
nC IN. Then, by Lemma 3.9(i), A is open in %. From (3) 
([M] ~ tiN] ::> [M] ___ [N]) one also has that A is open in r~. Hence ro and r C 
are finer than r. From (i) it follows that they are both strictly finer than r. 
(Strict inclusion follows from Lemma 3.9(ii), using (3) for rc. ) I 
Trivially, " ."  is continuous also over (Pco °, r) and, hence, over (Pw °, r0) 
(lub's in (Pw °, r0, ~), if they exist, are the same as in (Pco °, r, c)). 
Remark. (i) Theorem 3.4(ii) seems unlikely to be true for Too. 
(ii) Also Tw O is not dense in To). Just observe that for no n, m C IN 
and fE  C(Tw, Too), one has ({(+n; m), ( -n;  m)}, O) c_ Graph(f). And for 
all ME A and valuation s, [2x. M]s is the "graph" of some continuous 
function. 
Part II 
Trivially, as Pm°, Tw O and 9 ° show, not any 2-algebra "equipped with" 
an f0-space structure needs to be a continuous model in the sense of (Baren- 
dregt, 1980, Chap. 18). In these models the operational notion of approx- 
imation given by BGhm-tree inclusion is interpreted by approximation i the 
model. Thus any continuous model realizes the theory B, where B ~- M = N 
if and only if BT(M)=BT(N) .  Theorem 3.14 relates topologies and all true 
equalities in some continuous models. It may be considered a negative hint 
towards proving completeness for k-calculus by using only domains (or 
cop's), for, apparently, topological models yield very few k-theories. We first 
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stress that in order to deal with f0-spaces, we need T O topologies on the 
spaces we are concerned with. 
DEFINITION 3.1 1. Let D be a hard X-algebra or a term model of some 4- 
theory. Then D is a canonical hard X-algebra (term model) if the canonical 








LEMMA 3.12. Let D be a canonical hard ).-algebra (term model). Define, 
on D, <<,c as in Definition 3.6 by rc. Then one has: 
(D, ~<~) is a poser 
BT(M) c_ BT(N) => [M] ~<~[N] 
BT(M) = BT(N) => [M] = [U]. 
is sensible and all fixed point combinators coincide in D.) 
(i) Obvious. 
Let [M] ~A,  open set.' Then BT(M) c_BT(N) implies 
(A) and hence [N] E A. 
From (ii). II 
For some extension of the k-theory ~,  Theorem 3.14 characterizes 
canonical term models. 
DEFINITION 3.13. (i) Let T be a k-theory. 34, N are T-equivalent up to k 
if there are M' ,  N' ,  T ~- M = M',  T ~- N -- N',  and BT(M') -- k BT(N'). 
(ii) Let T be a sensible k-theory. Define 7 ~ by 7 ~ ~-M = N if there is k 
such that (M,N are T-equivalent up to k and for all a depth(a)= k, 
BT(M)~ =BT(N)~). (I.e., M, N can be "merged" up to k and all their 
subtrees with root at depth k coincide; see (Barendregt, 1977, Sect. 6) for the 
notions involved.) 
7 ~ is indeed a k-theory and ~ c 7 ~. Moreover, if T is consistent, so xs T. In 
fact, if 7 ~- I=K,  then 3k, 3M, N (T~I=AT,  T~K=M,  and 
BT(M) -k  BT(N)). Let k >/1, then ~*  ~- I = N and ~,~* ~ K = M, since 
~'~* is the maximal consistent sensible theory, and BT(M) - kBT(N) which 
is impossible. For k - -0 ,  the contradiction is immediate. 7~ does not need to 
strictly extend T (take T=~'~*) .  
THEOREM 3.14. Let T be a sensible k-theory and ~'(7?) be the term 
model of T. Then ~"(T) is canonical if]" T" = ~.  
Proof (~). Clearly ~___ T. Indeed ~/ (T )~,  by Lemma 3.12(iii). 
Assume now that for some M, N one has 7 ~ ~- M = N and BT(M) 4= BT(N). 
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Let k be such that M, N are T-equivalent up to k. Then consider the terms 
M o, N 0, which exist, corresponding to the following infinite BT's: 
Xx,x Ax,x 
BT(M)~X'~epth k+l BT(N)~X"~' depthx, k+l 
S ,,\ BT(M) ~,~+i BT(N) "),~k+l 
x ~ × 
BT(M) )< BT(N) ~x 
(i.e. an infinite line of x's with, at any k + 1 nodes, BT(M) or BT(N)). 
i~P Mo = No (i.e., D W M o 4: No), for BT(N) 4= BT(M). 
Claim. No open set A can separate, in D, [Mo]and [No]. Let A be open 
and let, say, M o E C = [ ] -I(A). By definition of 9 ,  there is p such that 
M~ E C. Take p > k + 1. Let Q be a term given by extending BT(MPo) as 
follows: 
Xx.x \ 
BT (M)'~x ,~xk+l 
BT(M) "" X 
x\ X -.xdeP th >_ p 
BT(N) / ""x"~x k+l 
'- \ 
x 
BT(N) / "\, X\ 
\\ 
Then BT(Mg)c BT(Q) and T t- Q = N o. Hence N o E C, i.e., [No] E A, and 
the canonical topology would not be T o . 
(~=). Immediate, since [M] ~< c[N] iffBT(M)c_BT(N), l
Therefore one cannot properly extend ~'  with a finite "B6hm-tree-depth" 
equivalence and still get a canonical term model. And a canonical structure 
is needed in order to get anfo-space structure on it over finite BT's. 
EXAMPLES: ~t] ,  say, is JY-'t/. Note that ~*  is obtained from ~t /  by 
~* ~M=N iff Vk (M,N are ~?~t/-equivalent up to k) (see Barendregt, 
1977, Sect. 6.8). D~,  which is elementarily equivalent to J~' (~*) ,  will be 
given an f0-space structure in Section 4. 
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4. COMPUTABILITY IN EFFECTIVE DOMAINS AND 
THE GRAPH-COMPUTABILITY 
By Definition 1.9, an element x of an effective domain is computable when 
is (indexed by) an r.e. set. We compare this notion of computability for 
functions with another natural notion which may be given in those domains 
which are also 2-models (graph-computability). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (X, Xo, vo, <~ ) and (X', X6, v6, <~') be effective f0- 
spaces. 
(1) For fE  C(X,X'), define As= {(n, m)lv6(m)<~'f(vo(n))}. 
(2) Assume that for some "." E C(X 2, X) and Graph E C(C(X, X), X), 
(X,., Graph) is a )t-model. Then fE  C(X,X) is graph-computable if 







Let X, X' be effective fo-spaces and { gp}pEN = C(X, X¢)o. 
Yp ~ N, Agp is recursive. 
Vf~ C(X, X'), As= Ug,~sAg .
f~  C(X,X')k + A s is r.e.. 
(1) By Proposition 2.4.(1)gp is a morphism from X 0 into X~. 
Let g~ be the recursive function which represents gp. Then 
Agp = {(n, m)lv~(m) <~' v~(g~(n))} 
and Definition 1.9 applies. 
(2) Easy. 
(3) (-~) By 2. 
(+) Assume, as usual, that g~ is the recursive function which 
represents gp E C(X, X')o. Then 
gp~f~Y(i , j )@En (i,g~(i))EA:. I 
The following theorem proves that in the cartesian closed category of 
effectivef0-spaces, theCurry operator is actually a computable morphism. A
proof of this is sketched in (Scott, 1981); we work out a somewhat different 
proof, which was obtained independently. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X, X', and X" be effective fo-spaces. Define 
A:C(X×X',X")+C(X,C(X' ,X"))  by A(f)(x)=2y.f(x,y).  Then A E 
c(c(x × x', x"), c(x, c(x', 
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Proof. Let v~: N~X~o, vo:N~Xo,Po:N-*C(X',X")o,t,t~:N~ 
C(X× X',X")o, and p~' :N-~ C(X, C(X',X")) o be "effectivizations" of the 
basic subspaces of the respective fo-spaces (in the sense of 1.9). Let 
g,, ~ C(C(X X X', X"), C(X, C(X', X")))o. Then 
gn 4 A ~ Y (i, j) G E,, gn(P~(i)) = P~'(g'n (i)) 4 A ~t~ (i)) 
V(i,j) @ E,, V (p, q) C Eg,~i), g~'(g'(i))(Vo(P)) <~ A(p~(i))(Vo(P)), 
where g;, is the recursive function representing the morphism g,. Note that, 
for all n and i, p~'(g'~(i)) is a morphism from (X 0, %) into (C(X',Y")o,go). 
Hence by Proposition 2.4(1) (twice), there exists a recursive function h such 
that po(h(n, i, p)) = U~'(g~(i))(Vo(p)). Therefore, by the previous equivalences 
and the definition of A one has 
g, 4A  ~ V(i,j) ~ E n, V(p, q) ~ Eg,n(i) , V(r, s) ~ Eh(n,i,p) ,
ao(h(n, i, p) )(V'o(r) ) <~ p'o(i)(vo(p), v'o(r) ). 
By Proposition 2.4(1), again, this is an r.e. predicate in n. ] 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X be an effective fo-space. Assume that 
Fun C C(X, CO(, x)) k and Graph ~ C(C(X, X), X)~ are such that 
Fun(Graph(f)) =f. Then 
f ~ C(X, X)k ~ Graph(f) E X k. 
Proof. Both directions by Proposition 1.13. I 
Let Fun(x)=~y. (x .y ) ,  where " . "EC(X×X,X)k .  Then FunC 
C(X, C(X, X)),, (since Fun =A(.)  and A is computable by Theorem 4.3). 
For the 2-calculus model P~ and T~, the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 are 
easily satisfied. By a simple generalization, they can be also proved for any 
PSE-algebra, as defined in (Longo, 1983). Actually, in the case of Po,, the 
result can also be derived directly from Lemma 4.2(3) (as done in Smyth, 
1977). As for To~, using Lemma 4.2(3) again, note that Ay is r.e. if and only 
if so is the LHS of Graph(f) (say Graph(f)_). Then, for the nontrivial 
implication (namely -0, just note that Graph(f)_ is the union of two recur- 
sively separable sets (by the signs of (+n;m)--- (n, 2n + 1) and 
(-n; m) = (n, 2m)). Hence both the predicates "m E (bn)_" and "m E (bn)+" 
are r.e. in n and rn and also the RHS of Graph(f) is r.e. Thus for X = Po, or 
X-- T~,, 
fE  C(X, X), ~ Graph(f) G X k. (2) 
The proof of (2) for D~ models requires the analysis of the inverse limit 
construction. The following subsection presents uch construction for general 
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fo- and effective f0-spaces and introduces a more specific construction (Dog- 
like) yielding it-models. 
4,1. Inverse Limit Construction over Effeetive fo-spaees 
We partly recall some classical notions and facts from Scott (and Ershov) 
(see Barendregt, 1977; Ershov, 1972c; Scott, 1972). Note that no assumption 
on the completeness of th e underlying structure is required. This makes the 
following construction of effective inverse limit different from (Kanda, 
1977). 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let (X, Xo,<. ) and (X',X~,<~') be f0-spaces. Let 
i ~ C(X,X' )  and jE  C(X', X). Then (i,j) is a projection pair of X into X' if 
(1) Vx C X,j(i(x)) = x 
(2) Vx' ~ X', i( j(x')) <~' x 
(3) i (Xo)~ X'o and j(X'o)~_Xo. 
X is then called a projection of X'. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let (X', Xg, <~),~N befo-spaces such that for all n E N, 
X" is a projection of X "+1 via (i,, j,). Then X = ((X', Xg, <~), (in,Jn))ne N is 
a bispeetrum off0-spaces. Let X be a bispectrum offo-spaces. Then write 
X= IXlXE I-I Xi 
for the inverse limit of X. As usual, X is partially ordered pointwise and is 
equipped with the induced topology as a subset of Hi~NXi. 
~ n,m : Xn  --~ X m q~n,oo : xn  --'~ X q~oo,n : X -~ X n 
are defined as in (Barendregt, 1977). (E.g., q~, , ,=2x .x  and 
q~,,m=i,,_: ... i, for n<.m.) As in (Barendregt, 1977), if n<~m then 
(q),,m, q~m,,) is a projection of X" on X m and (q~,,oo, q~o~,,) is a projection 
of X" on X. 
Notation. For i,j C N and x i in X i, (xi)i = q~jq~ i,~(xi). 
LEMMA 4.7. Let x = (X),eN be in X, then for any n and m we have 
(1) in(X,)<<.X,+I 
(2) jn(x,+l)=Xn 
(3) (X,)m=X m if m<. n 
(X,)m <. X m if n <~ m. 
Proof. Easy. II 
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Let X be a bispectrum offo-spaces, write 
"2= U {%oo(x,)lx, e '} 
i~N 
for the direct limit of X, and similarly for X0. The direct limit of X is a 
subset of X, and its elements can be naturally identified with elements of the 
X n spaces, as the following definition suggests. 
DEFINITION 4.8. Let (xi)i~ N C X. Then x~ E X" is a generator o fx  if for 
all m >~ n x m = (x~),~. Note that, by definition of direct limit, any x E X has 
a generator. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let "X be the inverse limit of X. Then (-X,._Xo, ~<) is an fo- 
space and the topology on "X coincides with the topology of X as fo-space. 
Proof Let £k,)Vh be generators of £~ f ~ Xo such that £ ~ Y(Xo). Let 
1= max{k, h}. As can be easily verified 
e-- ¢,,oo(u{(&), (fO,}) Xo 
is the leastupper bound of {£,y}_Then Definition 1.3(2) holds. 
Let £ @ Xo, then ~ is open in X. In fact, let xk ~ Xo h be a generator of £: 
since for all y E X, £ ~ y if and only if xh ~< Yh, 
IYlY  I] X' A& <<'Yhl 
which is open in .X. 
Conversely, let A be a basic open set of X (in the topology induced by 
]--[t~sXi). Then A = ~ .~ for some £C ]-~i~sXio such that for some finite 
I c  N xt 4= Lxi if and only if i E I. Let l = max{i[i E I}. Take st ~XJ0, such 
that -~t = 1_1 { (xi)ll i E I}. Clearly g = ~l,~(g~) E X0 and g C ~ ~ X. Moreover, 
by Lemma 4.7, y CA then y E .(~A. 
Observe now that the induced topology on X is T O and that the pointwise 
ordering on X is exactly the ordering induced by this topology. Then 
Definition 1.3(3) follows from what has been just proved (setting 
('X)o = 'Xo). Finally for all x ~ X, ~o,~(Lxo) <<. x. l 
THEOREM 4.10. Let X be a bispectrum of complete fo-spaces. Then 
(X, X o, ~<) is a complete f o-space. 
Proof By standard techniques, e.g., see (Scott, 1972). I 
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THEOREM 4.1 1. Let X be a bispectrum of effective fo-spaces. Assume 
also that for all n ~ N, i n is a morphism from (X~, vn) into (X~ +1 , vn+ l) as 
numbered sets. Then X is an effective fo-space. 
Proof By Theorem 4.9, Xo is the basic subspace of X. 
(Notation. For all ~ ~ X0, write x1 = xu;n) if Yj = vj(n). 
Define v: N--* X'0 by v((i, n) )= Y= ~i,~(.f~i;n)), where ( ) is a recursive 
bijection of N X N and N. Let ~f = v((i, n)) and fi = v((.L m)) be in Xo. Take 
l = max{i,j} and s and r such that Yt = Y(1;s) and Yt =Y(l;~). Since for all n, i n 
is a morphism such indices can be effectively obtained. The conditions of 
Definition 1.9 now follow easily from the effectiveness of X~. I 
Consider now the following Do~-like inverse limit over types (see Baren- 
dregt, 1977; Scott, 1972). 
DEFINITION 4.12. Let (X, X 0, ~<) be an fo-space with X o finite. Define 
(1) X° -X ,  Xn+a=C(Xn,Xn),  and i , :xn-~x"+1,  jn :xn+l~Xn as 
4, and qG (resp.) in (Barendregt, 1977, p. 1112). 
(2) X ~ = X over the corresponding bispectrum offo-spaces. 
REMARK 4.13. Since we are talking of 2-models, we assume 
card(X0) > 2. From the assumption that X o is finite one has: 
(1) X=X o, since for all x,x=U:~ and ~_CXo, 
(2) X is complete (trivial), 
(3) for all n E N, i~,j~ satisfy (1), (2), and (3) of Definition 4.5, hence 
X ~ is well defined. 
DEFINITION 4.14. (See Barendregt, 1977). Let X ~ be defined as in 
Definition 4.12. Let fE  C(X ~, X ~) and x,y E X ~. Then define 
(1) Graph(f)  = IIn{~n+~,~(2y E X ~ "f(q~n,~(Y))n)} 
(2) x .y  = Un{~,,~(X,+l(yn))}. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. Let X ~ be defined as in Definition 4.12 over an 
effective X. Let "."  ~ X ~ × X ~ ~ X ~ be defined as in Definition 4.14. 
Then " ."  is a morphism from (X °~ × X~)o into X~.  (Hence by Proposition 
2.4, " ."  E C(X ~ × X ~, X~)k). 
Proof Let X=v(<i ,n>), f f=v(( j ,m>)@X~ 
(v: N~ X~ exists by Theorem 4.11). Then 
and q -- max{i,j} 
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;=  II l(g.))} 
n 
q 
= I[ {q~n,~(X,+l(3~))} byLemma4.7 
n=0 
- Oq,~(Xq+ l(Yq)) again by Lemma 4.7. 
Since for all p, ip is a morphism and £q+~ is a morphism (from (Xg, Vq) into 
(xq, vq)), by Proposition 2.4 and Remark 4.13, given i,j, and q, one can 
uniformly effectively obtain, from n and m an index for 
PROPOSITION 4.16. Let Graph: C(X °°, X°~)~ X °° 
Definition 4.14. Then Graph C C(C(X °°, X~), X°°)k. 
Proof. Let g, ~ C(C(X °°, X°°), X°°)0, v: N-4 X o 
C(X °°, X°°)o. Then 
be defined as in 
and /~: N 
g, ~< Graph ~ gn ~ [J {2f. ~m+ 1.m(2Y C X m "f(CI)m.~(y))m) } 
m 
as "~.-abstraction" is continuous 
2p ~ N, gn ~< £f" qJp+ 1,co(2Y ~ Xp "f(¢p,oo(Y))p) 
since X °° is complete 
~p C N V(i,j) E E n, gn~U(i) = v( g'n(i) ) 
~< ~p+ ,,~o(Ay ~ X ' .  ~t(i)(~o,oo(y));), 
where g'n represents gn 
~p ~ N V(i,j) E E . ,  vt+ l(r) <~ ~y E X t . gt(i)(~ t,~(y)) t, 
where g~n(i) = (s, @(for some s and q), 
t = max{s,p} and vt+ l(r) = v(gln(i))t+l 
3p ~ N V(i,j) E E. V(e, v) E E~, 
vt+ l(r)(vt(e)) <<. (~(i)(q~t,~(vt(e))))t. (*) 
Let ~s.) and ~h(t,r) the recursive functions representing the morphisms/~(i) 
(from (X~,v) into (X~,v)) and vt+l(r ) (from (Xto,Vt) into (X~, vt) ), by 
Proposition 2.4(1), f and h are recursive, as well. Then (.) holds if and only 
if 
Vt(~h(t,r)(e)) ~ (V(#f(i)((t, e})))t 
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that, by definition of v and Lemma 4.7, is equivalent to 
v((t, q~h~t,r)(e)}) <~ v(Oy(i)((t, e})). 
Thus (*) is a recursive predicate (in t, r, e and i). II 
Define Fun: X oo -~ C(X oo, X ~), by Fun (x) -= ),y.x • y. Then, by 
Propositions 4.15, 4.16 and Letrtma 4.4, Graph and Fun are computable and 
fC  C(X ~, X~)k ~ Graph(f) E Xff. 
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